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What the heck is a HELIX?



Your circular knitting is a squishy SLINKY

Knitting in the round is a giant spiral of  interlocked stitches, built round by round.

Single color knitting in 

the round appears to 

flow without a jog 

between the end of  one 

round and the beginning 

of  the next. It’s there but 

not as noticeable.

Use the nature of  circular knitting 

to take advantage of  the spiraling 

helices and lose the jog.



Garter Stitch in the Round

Easy peasy, right? Knit one round, purl 

one round.

Unfortunately, you’ll end up with what 

appears to be a seam at the beginning 

of  the round where you switched from 

knit to purl and purl to knit.

How to avoid this?

Two rounds

Two stitches/yarn positions

Two balls of  yarn

And never the twain shall meet.



To seem to have a seam, or not to seem.



How does this work?

Using two separate balls of  yarn allows the knit rounds and the purl 

rounds to be continuous spirals

In this picture, imagine that the gray spiral is Ball K, the knit rounds and 

the yellow is Ball P, the purl rounds.

Each is continuous; an uninterrupted spiral of  gray knits or yellow purls



Two balls = No obvious seam

Knit the knit rounds with one ball of  yarn and the purl rounds with the other.

Step 1: Weigh your yarn

Step 2: Divide the yarn in half  by winding two balls of  equal weight

Step 3: Make your life easy by casting on with your favorite long tail cast on method and a strand 

from each ball of  yarn.

Start knitting –

Knit one round with Ball K, which will always be in the back of  your work

Purl the next round with Ball P, which will always be in the front of  your work



Ball K in the back, Ball P in the front



Finish a knit round and leave the yarn – Ball K - in 
the back

Pick up the yarn in front – Ball P – and purl the next round



Follow the uninterrupted line of  

purls across the beginning of  the 

round. 

Because the yarn never travels 

from front to back to switch from 

purl to knit, the line of  purls is 

unbroken from one round to the 

next. 

It’s not magic – it’s pretty simple 

when you think about it – but the 

effect is pretty magical.

End of round 
marker





One Row Stripes in the Round 

How to avoid jogging

Using multiple spirals to employ uninterrupted stripes in multiple colors.



Two Colors



Luke’s Hat
Single row stripes, knit in the round on circular 

needles. 

Knit 1 complete round of  Blue

Knit around with Gray but end 3 stitches 

before the end of  the previous Blue round. 

Slip the 3 Blue stitches, drop the Gray and 

begin knitting around with Blue.

Stop when there are 3 Gray stitches left. Drop 

the Blue, slip the 3 Gray, pick up the Gray and 

knit around.

As the photo shows, I had some level of  

success with this method. The slipped stitches 

are uneven and I not thrilled with either the 

hat or the technique. Luke likes it, though and 

that’s what really matters.



Three Colors 
Oddly enough single round stripes in three colors were a rousing success.

I’d begun with trepidation –

• I wasn’t happy with Luke’s hat

• Juggling three balls of  yarn? How much fun would that be?

• DPNs & three balls of  yarn – too much to handle? Too much to keep track of?

• I hadn’t used DPNs in a couple of  years after arthritis issues sprang up

So I found a great tutorial online https://www.10rowsaday.com/helix-knitting and did some stash diving. I 

thought fingerless mitts would be a good project to try this out on. One mitt on two circulars and one on DPNs.

I used Ann Budd’s Knitter’s Handy Book of  Patterns to come up with a simple mitt recipe and cast on. 

https://www.10rowsaday.com/helix-knitting


A little math to start

Yarn was a mix of  handspun and “your guess is as good as mine” from the depths of  the stash; mostly DK/worsted  

48 stitch mitt on #5 needles will fit but be roomy enough to fit over gloves as the weather gets colder and the dog 

still expects to be walked on a regular basis.

48 ÷ 3 colors = 16 stitches per section/dpn

Cast on in one color – Blue – and knit 4 rounds of  K1P1 ribbing

Now comes the fun part 



Three colors from 
the stash -
purple, green, 
blue





Getting started:

1. Knit 1st dpn in blue

2. Knit 2nd dpn in green

3. Knit 3rd dpn in purple

That sets up THREE spirals, one in each color and brings you back to the beginning of  the 

round.

#1 BLUE
#2 GREEN

#3 PURPLE



Now it gets interesting…

in order for the spirals to … well, spiral, the color on #3 must be the next color on needle #1. So, 

there are always 2 needles in the same color on every round - #3 and #1.

Round 1 was blue, green, purple 

Round 2 will be purple, blue, green





A fun knit -

Three color spiral stripes turned out to be fun to knit and I learned a few things along 

the way.

• Don’t twist the yarns when changing colors

• Drop the old yarn off  to the right and bring the new one up into use from below

• Don’t pull the new yarn tight or funny ridges will form between the DPNs

• DPNs were easier for me to use & keep track of  where the colors change than 2 

circulars.

• A good, thorough blocking is a wonderful thing





After blocking: 
better but not all better

Crease still present

Notice anything else?





A learning experience and a good one

I learned a number of  things about helical knitting, my knitting, and knitting 

in general while working on this program.

The fun of  learning a new technique

Importance of experimenting with tools and techniques –DPNs / 

circulars

Some mistakes really do become design features

After a lifetime of  preaching thR Sometimes DONE is better than 

PERFECT, I now understand that Sometimes WARM is better than 

PERFECT, too.



Links:

https://www.10rowsaday.com/helix-knitting This tutorial was very helpful and easy to follow. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eo7NOQ6PpsY&feature=youtu.be This tutorial was featured on Mason 

Dixon Knitting last year and what I used for Luke’s hat. The technique for DPNs is different than 10 Rows a Day.

There are many free patterns and “recipes” for spiral or helical knitting on Ravelry - https://ravel.me/stqsms

Stashbusting Helix Hat by Jessica Rose is a super simple, clear pattern that’s free on Ravelry

https://ravel.me/stashbusting-helix-hats

https://www.10rowsaday.com/helix-knitting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eo7NOQ6PpsY&feature=youtu.be
https://ravel.me/stqsms
https://ravel.me/stashbusting-helix-hats







